ACT ONE

Big Bear and Beautiful..............................................Full Cast
[from Hairspray, music by Marc Shaiman, lyrics by Scott Wittman and Marc Shaiman]

Love Changes Everything......................................Dan Fletcher
[from Aspects of Love, music by Andrew Lloyd Webber, lyrics by Don Black and Charles Hart]

Popular...............................................................Steven P. Worth
[from Wicked, music and lyrics by Stephen Schwartz]

It’s Never Been Easy/I’ve Been Here Before.....Mark Brown & Steven Nash
[from Closer Than Ever, music by David Shire, lyrics by Richard Maltby, Jr.]

Don’t Rain on My Parade.........................................Nicholas Dilbeck
[from Hedwig and the Angry Inch, music and lyrics by Stephen Trask]

Wig In A Box/Wicked Little Town medley..............Andy Mangels
[from Hedwig and the Angry Inch, music and lyrics by Stephen Trask]

All I Ask Of You...................................................Nicholas Dilbeck & Steven P. Worth
[from The Phantom of the Opera, music by Andrew Lloyd Webber, lyrics by Richard Stilgoe]

My Man.................................................................Mark Brown
[from Funny Girl, written by Jacques Charles, Channing Polack, Albert Willemetz, and Maurice Vain]

When I Look At You...............................................Steven Nash
[from The Scarlet Pimpernel, music by Frank Wildhorn, lyrics by Nan Knighton]

Bosom Buddies.....................................................Dan Fletcher & Andy Mangels
[from Mame, music and lyrics by Jerry Herman]

Anthem...............................................................Nicholas Dilbeck
[from Chess, music by Benny Andersson and Bjorn Ulvaeus, lyrics by Tim Rice]

Home.................................................................Steven P. Worth
[from The Wiz, music and lyrics by Charlie Smalls]

THERE WILL BE ONE 10-MINUTE INTERMISSION

ACT TWO

The Song That Goes Like This..............Nicholas Dilbeck & Andy Mangels
[from Spamalot, music by John Du Prez, lyrics by Eric Idle]

I’m Here...............................................................Mark Brown
[from The Color Purple, music and lyrics by Brenda Russell, Allee Willis and Stephen Bray]

Deep Love...........................................................Steven Nash
[from Young Frankenstein, music and lyrics by Mel Brooks]

Old Friend.........................................................Mark Brown & Dan Fletcher
[from I’m Getting My Act Together, music by Nancy Ford, lyrics by Gretchen Cryer]

With One Look....................................................Andy Mangels
[from Sunset Boulevard, music by Andrew Lloyd Webber, lyrics by Don Black and Christopher Hampton]

I Am What I Am.....................................................Dan Fletcher
[from La Cage aux Folles, music and lyrics by Jerry Herman]

All For The Best..................................................Steven Nash & Steven P. Worth
[from Godspell, music and lyrics by Stephen Schwartz]

INTRODUCTION OF CHARITY & PRESENTATION OF FUNDS

For Good..............................................................Full Cast
[from Wicked, music and lyrics by Stephen Schwartz]

I’ve heard it said
That people come into our lives for a reason
Bringing something we must learn
And we are led
To those who help us most to grow
If we let them
And we help them in return
Well, I don’t know if I believe that’s true
But I know I’m who I am today
Because I knew you...

Thank You for spending the evening with us! - the Broadway Bears!